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Possible military 
base closings 
By Jacquefine Sansaven 
Jackiesans@yahoo.coni 
The Pentagon has asked Wright Pat-
terson Air Force Base commanders to 
gather data and information to aid in 
the decision of possible military base 
closings in 2005. According to a Pen-
tagon announcement, the request for 
data is a part of the "latest Base 
Realignment and closure activity." 
There is a list of military value crite-
ria the government is considering in its 
decision, said Lt. Tracy A. Burko, 
Chief Media Relations Division of 
ASC Public Affairs. Military value is 
the primary consideration for BR AC 
2005," said Burko. "The criteria were 
published in the Federal Register on 
December 23 and arc open to public 
comment until January 28." 
Main points the government are 
looking for include availability of land, 
facilities, and associated airspace, cost 
of operations and man power, econom-
ic impact on existing communities, and 
environmental impact and costs, said 
Burko. 
WPAFB is home to several major 
Air Force organizations including Air 
Force material Command headquarters, 
a S44 billion operation, the Aeronauti-
cal Systems Center. Air Force Research 
Laboratory, and others employing 
approximately 22.000 military and 
civilian workers on base, according to 
the Dayton Daily News. 
BRAC law requires final selection 
of criteria to be published no later than 
February 16 and Congress to approve 
criteria by March 15. said Burko. 
Same sex marriage 
amendment proposed 
By Jacquefine Sansavera 
Jackiesans@yahoaco., 
Following the recent announcement 
of the Massachusetts state high court's 
decision to lift the ban on same sex 
marriages, which currently finds the 
unions unconstitutional, campus groups 
as well as politicians have been speak-
ing out on both sides of the issue. 
"In a country of freedom of religion, 
should there not also be freedom from 
religion?" said Julie Allen, member of 
WSU's Gay. Bisexual. Lesbian and 
Transgender alliance. The Lambd.! 
Union. "What you'll find is that the 
whole idea is being shoved down our 
throats by those who think they are 
saving our souls and are afraid we are 
making a huge mistake." 
Immediately following the Novem-
" S a m e - s e x relationships are 
no different than heterosex-
ual relationships. We love 
the same way, argue the 
same way, and feel the 
same way." 
— Jeremiah Wright 
bcr 18th proposal in Massachusetts. 
Colorado Senator Wayne Allard ( R ) 
proposed his own Federal Marriage 
amendment to the Senate roughly stat-
ing marriage in the United States 
should be only limited to heterosexual 
partners. 
Many state representatives have pro-
"Marriage" cunlinucd on pagv 4 
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NASA's Mars mission 
.Y-LS-IV Man tuinJer I is used on missions to explore lite planet's surface. 
By Jessica Ganinger 
i5aringer.4@wright.edu 
Dr. Valerie Shalin has taken a six-
month sabbatical to work with the sci-
cnce operations support team at the Jet 
Propulsion Labs in California as part of 
NASA's Mars mission. 
"Engineers need specific instructions 
and scientists need help in formatting 
the request so that it is suitable for the 
engineers," said Shalin. "! am helping 
to bridge the gap between the scientists 
and the engineers that are involved 
with the experiment. My work is to 
design various processes that both 
teams can comprehend and it allows 
them to work together in the most pro-
ductive way." 
While at the Jet Propulsion Labs. 
Shalin will witness Opportunity. 
NASA's second rover, land on Mars. 
"This is an opportunity to do scientific 
experiments over several hundred 
meters of martian terrain," said Shalin. 
"Unlike with Pathfinder, we now have 
more technology and can travel with 
the rover. With this, we are able to 
detect various amounts and types of 
minerals, especially iron bearing sub-
stances." 
The technology that is being studied 
and tested through the Mars mission 
can be relevant in many types of real 
world situations, said Shalin. "One of 
WSU's strengths is having professors 
studying real world problems. You can 
see it applied all across the depart-
ments. The technology that is being 
used to operate the rover is a real world 
problem and can be used in other real 
world situations such as managing dis-
aster relief. Overall, these are basically 
the same type of issue." 
Shalin. an associate professor of 
psychology, has worked on the project 
for three years. 
Shalin's field of cognitive psycholo-
gy deals with human problem solving 
aiu. reasoning. She said that she defi-
nitely feels that her experience will be 
benefiting those involved with the 
experiment. 
Raiders' 
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Concealed gun laws may reduce crime 
Main Points of Gun Bill for Applicants 
• Must be an Ohio resident, 21 or older, pay a l icense fee and present a color photograph 
• Complete a 12-hour f i rearms t ra in ing course, or prove competency wi th a f irearm 
• Read a f i rearms safety pamphlet 
• Pass cr iminal and mental-competency background checks 
• Shields permit holder informat ion f rom the general publ ic 
• Bi l l a l lows access to l ists of permit holders on a county-by-county basis to journal is ts 
only. 
• r rohib i ts carry ing concealed handguns in law enforcement faci l i t ies; a i rport passenger 
terminals; state correct ions, psychiatr ic and mental inst i tu t ions; schoo l safety zones; at 
cour thouses; publ ic bu i ld ings where l iquor is served; on universi ty and col lege 
campuses; in places of worship, in ch i ld and fami ly day-care centers; in state 
government bu i ld ings; and anywhere federal or state law already says they are off 
l imits 
• In cars, loaded f i rearms must be in a holster visible to law enforcement or in a locked case 
or g love compartment 
• A l lows private property owners to prohibi t concealed handguns on their property 
• Provides legal immuni ty to employers sued for injury, death or loss of personal property 
related to a concealed gun being brought on their premises 
• A l lows those vith val id concealed-carry l icenses in other states to carry guns in Ohio 
for a four year t ime per iod 
• Adminis tered by Sheriff departments in county 
By James Brandewe 
The Ohio Coalition Against Gun 
Violence attempted to defeat the con-
cealed gun bill in December, but recent 
legislation showed otherwise. 
"The gun lobby knows that carrying 
hidden loaded handguns is not what 
Ohioans want," said Toby Hoover 
Director of the Ohio Coalition Against 
Gun Violence. During 2001. the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati took a poll which 
resulted with 69 percent opposed to 
concealed weapons in pub! c. 
"I am a gun owner myself," said Dr. 
Donna Schlaghcck. chair of the politi-
cal science department. "If criminc's 
are already carrying concealed 
weapons than I do not see why law 
abiding citi/ens should not have the 
same right and protection." 
The concern for defeat was not from 
outside sources, but was with the gov-
ernor. Governor Bob Taft said that he 
would only sign a bill that was backed 
by law enforcement groups, but 
according to published SO-TCV , the 
Ohio State Highway Patrol kept the bill 
from being signed. 
Upon the Ohio State Highway 
Patrol's waiver of the bill's opposition, 
the issue left for the recent legislation 
was that of public records. Taft said 
that he would not sign the bill until 
there was some form > f public viewing 
of permit holders allowed. The com-
promise for this bill came when it was 
agreed upon by Taft and House Speak-
er Larry Householder that journalists 
would be allowed to view permit hold-
ers information, information that is not 
open to the general public. 
"While I would have preferred that 
the public have full access to the infor-
mation. I believe that this is a reason-
able compromise that will hold the per-
init system accountable for compliance 
with the law." said Taft. 
"If they [Journalists) abuse this 
access they can lose their privilege," 
s lid State Representative Jim 
Aslanides. the bill's sponsor. "That's 
what happened in Pennsylvania. We 
can do it here." 
According to published reports. 
Dayton Republican Steve Austria said 
that revisions to the bill were "a good 
first step." 
"Bottom line. those who 
were elected to keep 
Ohioans safe hare instead 
set a policy that contributes 
to a culture of fear." 
— Toby Hoover 
"Any and every public safety meas-
ure on carrying hidden loaded hand-
guns is temporary to the gun lobby." 
said Hoover in response to recent court 
cases in Texas and Utah that expanded 
the venues where concealed gun carri-
ers were legally allowed lo attend. 
These included college classrooms and 
churches. "They will come back and 
weaken any concealed weapon bill that 
passes. This is the slippery slope of the 
gun lobby, and we cannot compromise 
the safety of our children, families, and 
communities." 
i)£] 1JJ 
Along with those that arc opposed to 
the bill, there are also those that are for 
it. 
"Ohio is the 46th state to pass con-
cealed carry. It has been successful in 
every state. No state has repealed their 
concealed carry law, and most states 
have improved their law after seeing 
how well it works. Passing a con-
cealed carry law reduces personal vio-
lent crime. It is also protected by the 
U.S.and Ohio constitutions, said Jim 
Irvine, Public Relations of Ohioans for 
Concealed Carry. 
"Women are the fastest growing cat-
egory of gun owners. Women do feel 
unsafe, and this bill is primarily 
emphasizing the safety, training and 
ownership of a gun." said Schlagheck. 
The bill was finally passed in the 
Senate with a vote of 25-8 and in the 
House with a vote of 69-27. The vote 
was upheld with bipartisan support. 
Only six Republicans voted against the 
new bill in both the House and Senate 
while 18 out of 47 Democrats voted for 
the bill. 
"Bottom line, those who were elect-
ed to keep Ohioans safe have instead 
set a policy that contributes to a culture 
of fear." said Hoover. 
"The tragedy of gun violence has 
been sadly reduced to politics, when in 
fact gun violence is a public health epi-
demic. That is why the Ohio Coalition 
Against Gun Violence will continue to 
serve Ohioans with our mission to 
reduce gun violence and prevent gun 
deaths and injuries." Hoover added. 
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News 
wished to remain anonymous, opposes 
the idea based on religious beliefs. "I 
am again si the idea because I believe, 
as the Bible says, that God meant mar-
riage to be a bond between a man and a 
woman." she said. 
"Although I am opposed to 
guy marriage, I have also 
long believed that states 
have the right to adopt for 
themselves laws that allow 
same-sex unions." 
— Democratic presidential 
candidate Joe l.ieherman 
In a November 2003 statement in 
London, President George Bush deliv-
ered his views on what he believes to 
be the definition of marriage. "Mar-
riage is a sacred institution between a 
man and a woman," he said. "I will 
work with congressional leaders to do 
what is legally necessary to defend the 
sanctity of marriage." 
Erika Hess, senior Art major at 
WSU, disagrees with Bush's statement 
arguing that iovc is something that 
should not be discriminated against. "I 
feel tha all American families should 
be treated with equality. Our country 
is taking a step backwards when not 
allowing a family to legally be together 
based solely on bodily appendages or 
lack there of." said Hess. "Marriaae is 
based upon two individuals that love 
and cherish each other. I low can one 
deny tw o people of the basic human 
right to love?" 
However, accordi'"' to "The Advo-
cate." a national gay and lesbian news-
magazine. the Senate is finding more 
participants for the idea rather than 
against it giving opinions from the up 
and coming presidential candidates as 
well as ail politicians. 
Carol Mosley Braun (D), who visit-
ed Wright State last falll. has said "all 
of us regardless or sexual orientation 
stand to benefit from equal marriage 
rights because stable families strength-
en our communities and neighbor-
hoods." 
"Same-sex relationships are no dif-
ferent than heterosexual relationships." 
said Jeremiah Wright, president of 
Lambda Union. "We love the same 
way. argue the same way, and feel the 
same way. We arc not 'evil', and 
should not be treated that way." 
Many others are willing to recognize 
the same sex relationships as a "civil 
union," allow ing each partner of the 
relationship to receive benefits and 
almost anything a heterosexual spouse 
is entitled to other than a constitution-
ally sound understanding of their rela-
tionship. according to "The Advocate." 
THE 
GUARDIAN 
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Senator Joe Uhemum. who is opposed to same sex niarriaiie\ niil run this year as a democratic 
candidate for the presidency. 
"Marr iage" continued from page 1 
posed the idea to allow each state to 
form their own law concerning the sub-
ject. "Although 1 am opposed to gay 
marriage, 1 have also long believed that 
states have the right to adopt for them-
selves laws that allow same-sex 
unions," said Democratic presidential 
candidate Joe Lieberman. 
Another Wright State student, who 
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Examining the tenure process, part II 
Tenured professor Dr. James Stiver 
By Jessica Ganrger 
ganieec4@Mrig.ic>.':.' 
Although many students believe 
that professors with tenure are practi-
cally invinciblc. the American Associa-
tion of University Professor WSU 
chapter has a contract that says other-
wise. 
Even though the AAUP-WSU has 
little to no involvement with the 
approval for tenure process, they still 
have a set of rules that apply to profes-
sors upon receiving tenure. 
"The AAUP is an organization that 
represents the faculty." said Dan Voss, 
president of the AAUP-WSU chapter 
and professor of mathematics and sta-
tistics. "During the tciiure process, the 
AAUP docs not have a lot of involve-
ment, but we do have people there to 
help give advice to the professors that 
are undergoing the process for tenure." 
According to the AAUP-WSU 
agreement, any professor can be 
removed or lose their tenure if one of 
four things occur. They "may be sus-
pended or terminated for (a) demon-
strated incompetence or dishonesty in 
teaching or scholarship; (b) substantial 
and manifest neglect of duty; (c) per-
sonal conduct which substantially 
impairs the bargaining unit faculty 
We're looking for news 
writers to fill in for tne rest 
of the school year. 
For job opportunities, 
contact The Guardian's 
Editor-in-Chief, Val Lough, 
at 775-5534 or stop by 
W016 Student Union 
during normal business 
hours. 
Get on your 
soapbox! 
Write a letter to the 
Include year name, year at WSU, 
Drop it off In W016 Student Union. 
—The 
Guardian. 
Ivory Wednesday. 
"During the tenure process, 
the A ALP does not have a 
lot of involvement, but we 
do have people there to help 
give advice to the professors 
that are undergoing the 
process for tenure." 
— Dan Voss 
member's fulfillment of the institu.ion-
al responsibilities, or (d) malicious 
conduct which directly obstructs the 
performance of instructional or scholar-
ly programs authorized or permitted by 
the university." 
If a professor is in jeopa dy of los-
ing his or her tenure, the president of 
the university will present the issue to 
the executive committee of the faculty 
senate and a formal hearing will be 
held for the professor. According to the 
Crime 
contract, the committee will then create 
a hearing board, a group compromised 
of five tenured faculty members who 
were "chosen on the basis of their 
objectivity and competence and of the 
regard in which they are held in the 
academic community." 
If the final decision for the profes-
sor is removal, "termination shall not 
become effective until the end of the 
academic or fiscal year, except where 
otherwise ordered by the university 
board of trustees, which can require 
severance of the bargaining unit faculty 
member's relationship with students 
and the university prior to the end of 
the academic or fiscal appointment 
when it finds the conduct or situation 
to be of extreme gravity." 
Although it is rare for professors to 
have their title of tenure removed, there 
are still professors that understand the 
seriousness of the situation. "Tenure is 
a job for life, barring major mistakes or 
severe financial crisis," said William 
Irvine, professor of philosophy. 
Auto Non-Injury 
Jan. 5: Police responded lo a traffic accident 
at the intersection of University Boulevard 
and Wright Road. Driver was cited for fail-
ure to yield at an intersection.. No injuries 
were reported. 
Jan. 5: A case is still under investigation 
when a driver reported someone hitting 
their vchicic in Lot 11 and then leaving the 
scene. 
I.a i iv/Theft 
Jan. 5: A car was reported stolen from Lot 
4. On Jan. 6 the car was found and was not 
in driving condition. Items were missing 
from the car including a cd player, mini 
refrigerator, custom grill, and a set of cus-
tom tail lights. 
Jan. 6: Police responded to a report that a 
set of bull testicles that were stolen from a 
trailer hitch on a vehicle outside of Boston 
Hall. The case is still under investigation. 
Jan 7: Police responded to a theft com-
plaint in 140 Millctt. Among the items 
stolen from an unattended bookbag weie 
ten dollars and a Wright Patt ATM card. 
Robbery/Burglary/Trespassing 
Jan. 9: Police responded to a person asleep 
on the couch in 4.?3B Fawcctt. The sleeping 
person had multiple warrants out on him and 
was transported to the Fairbom Jail. 
Liquor OfTcnce 
Jan. 10: Police observed a vehicle with four 
subjects sitting in it. Upon further investiga-
tion. the police discovered an open container 
of alcohol and the driver was underage. Sub-
ject was cited for alcohol offenses involving 
minors. 
Jan. 11: Two subjects were cited for alcohol 
offenses involving minors when police 
responded to a complaint of intoxicated sub-
jects in the hallway of the second floor of 
Laurel Mali. 
Accidcnt/lnjury Illness 
Jan. 8: Police were sent to Lol 7 after a per-
son closed their hand in a car door causing 
injury to their index finger. Fairbom para-
medics were called to the scene and the per-
son was treated. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Over the past few years 
since 1 have been here at Wright 
State, I have seen a common 
theme, the sole usage of the 
Wright One Card here on cam-
pus. Why it can't be used at 
other businesses, ex. the College 
Store, in the nearby communities 
of Fairborn and Beavercreek? I 
am quite sure that the stores at 
the Fairfield Commons Mall 
would enjoy this also. Are the 
powers that be here on campus 
afraid of losing their sole 
monopoly of this card? 
I personally would like to 
see the off campus bookstore 
give the on campus bookstore a 
literal run for their money when 
it comes to this holy grail of 
credit, if the College Store ever 
allowed to use this card. Many 
students that I have spoken to 
also agree that they would to see 
the Wright One Card be accept-
ed as a form of payment at the 
off campus bookstore. 
Andrew Martineau 
Having recently signed up to 
receive editions of the Guardian on 
line, I opened my copy today and 
was struck with a feeling of deja vu; 
it looked as it 1 had designed the 
front page. 
It was back in 1978, when 1 was 
the editor in chief of the Daily 
Guardian (we printed four times a 
week, then), and everyone, everyone 
from staff, to student, to faculty to 
visitor complained about parking. 
Despite my years of experience 
at WSU and the experiences of the 
past 23 years as a public affiairs 
reporter, during which 1 have dealt 
with a number of traffic engineers, 1 
don't have any new advice for you. 
Parking will be a problem forev-
er at any commuter campus. Even if 
you had sufficient parking for every 
member of the Wright State Univer-
sity community to simultaneously 
park on campus, the parkers wou d 
complain about the prices of stickers 
different lots or how faculty gets to 
park closer to the door. 
Gaylon Vickers 
(Regarding) Sophomore psychology stu-
dent, Gene Cain's statement in the article "SG 
to Conduct Parking Study". While what you 
stated may be partially true, you should'vc 
excluded one community from your state-
ment. 
I'm a freshman student living in The Vil-
lage Community. I also have two young sons, 
one of which suffers from very bad asthma. I 
drive to the main campus everyday I have a 
class. I do so because for one, it isn't good for 
my asthmatic son to be out in this weather; 
for two, the route two shuttle runs every 
forty-five minutes and that means that I 
would have to leave my apartment at least 2 
1/2 hours early to make it to my class on 
time, seeing that 1 also have to drop them off 
at the daycare. Now, should I drop 
out and make nothing of my life to make it 
easier for you. Gene? Or, maybe 1 should just 
re-arrange my life around yi jrs? 
I'm not going to do cither. If it' that big 
of a deal to you Gene, catch the RTA 
Wright State. Or, if you're not a commuter, 
you keep on walking and keep your stereotyp-
ical statements to yourself. 1 drive to 
school...and it's not because I'm lazy. 
Arlene Samuel 
I've been meaning to 
tell you how much I appre-
ciated your editorial on the 
rpisoners in Cuba (12 Nov 
03). Without due 
process, it is impossible to 
determine the criminality 
of those incarcerated there. 
However, it is clear to me 
that those who withold due 
process are indeed crimi-
nals. 
And once one group is 
so deprived, the door is 
opened for the rest of us. 
Robert Sumser 
Submit your 
Letter to the Editor 
to 
Valerie Lough 
vlough@siscom.net 
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Changes needed to win the peace in Iraq 
Justin Ross 
Well the Mickey Mouse Club 
generation seems to be coming around 
to the tragic realization that Operation 
Iraqi Freedom can't be another one of 
our thirty miii'ites or less gimmicks. It 
sounded like so much fun at the 
beginning, young people all around 
the country jo.ning ine reserves look-
ing to bomb the hell out of the Flint -
stones. We got what we wanted but 
now we have to pay the dues, and it 
isn't cheap. This was my best reason 
for us not going to war. the fact that 
our good soldiers are little more than 
targets for all those "collateral dam-
age" victims that managed to survive 
our onslaught. 
It was tb. ..ling to see the capture 
of Saddam Hussein, and no doubt 
once again we thought this would do 
the trick. Those militants shooting at 
our troops were no doubt Saddam's 
doing, now that he's gone we've suc-
ceeded, right? Wrong. In fact, the fact 
that Saddam was running every four 
hours, living in a hole in the ground, 
and carr ..ig around a jar for his urine 
provides us ample evidence that he 
was not organizing the resistance. The 
documents he carried with him were 
pleading with his supporters not to 
join forces with foreigners who were 
-•Iso attacking the Americans. Not 
encouraging for those who thought his 
capture would make our troops safer. 
Now enough for the criticisms 
and time for solutions, we need to win 
the peace because lives are at stake. 
First things first, we need a new 
leader in the White House. We need 
to appeal to the rest of the world and 
we can't do it with a guy who lost a 
world popularity contest to both Sad-
dam Hussein and Osama bin Laden, 
both of whom world polls indicate are 
seen as less of a threat than Bush. 
Besides, this is the same administra-
tion that got us into this mess to begin 
with. All the guys in the Reagan 
house that thought Saddam was the 
best thing since sliced bread as he 
gassed his own people are still the 
same guys in the White House today: 
Powell, Rumsfeld, Cheney, Ashcroft. 
We need a new leader who will go 
to the international community and 
say, "Look, we screwed up but we 
kicked that guy out and now we need 
your help to set things right." We hurt 
a lot of feelings of our dearest friends 
with this nonsense talk of "Old 
Europe" and we need to undo that 
damage. I know, everyone says we 
need international help, both Bush and 
the Dems. However when Bush asked 
for help from the U.N. he spent most 
of his time defending the purpose of 
the war, and gave conditions in which 
they were allowed to come in and 
save us. That is not the way to do it. 
We need to get international forces to 
comc in and support us in addition to 
the forces we already have on the 
ground, and not just trade places. 
"We have to rebuild 
their country at the local-
eommunif level." 
We also have to change the way 
we are conducting these house-house 
searches. Dignity is very important in 
the Arab world, we have to understand 
their culture and make accommoda-
tions. The Seven Day War was fought 
because the countries that had been 
beaten by Israel felt like they lost their 
dignity, and that short war where they 
gained land back restored some of that 
dignity. When we make a family evac-
uate their house and force them to lie 
face down with a gun to their heads, 
handcuffed in front of the whole 
neighborhood, it is sending the entire-
ly wrong message. We also need to 
investigate collateral casualties and 
pay reparations to those we harm. I 
understand those soldiers arc terrified 
fi r their lives so I sympathize when 
they accidentally shoot a couple of 
innocent civilians, but we need make 
it at least look like wc arc sorry about 
it. Instead, the military refuses to 
investigate any of these incidents to 
find cause of death. 
Probably the most important thing 
we can do is build grass-root support 
within Iraq. Wc have to rebuild their 
country at the local-community level. 
I realize it is important to America to 
get those oil pipelines running again 
but it doesn't' need to consume 90% 
of our efforts like it does now. A sense 
of community in these small towns 
can go a long way. We need to get 
some positive things going at the local 
level, like American businesses that 
support local soccer teams. As good as 
America is at advertising in this way, I 
don't know why we are struggling 
with it as much as we are. 
These are just a few of the things 
Justin Ross 
we need to do in order to win the 
peace. The key first step is removal of 
the old regime. I recommend General 
Clark for its replacement in the 
upcoming election. 
Curious George goes to the moon 
George II has 
announced hi: 
new plans to 
create "an 
extended 
human pres-
ence on the 
moon—a unar 
station a> 
Jon Lorfc 
serve as a 
jump point to 
even further 
destinations in 
the solar system. This declaration 
comes as a result of Vice-Crony 
Cheney's interagency task force to 
establish a national long-term space 
vision. George Junior is once again 
following in his father's foot-steps in 
promoting NASA despite its question-
able value: in 1989 King George I 
proposed a manned expedition to 
Mars that was abandoned when costs 
were projected to exceed S500 billion. 
George W hopes to establish an 
American presence on the moon by 
2015 and no later 2020. He plans to 
phase out the current agency space-
craft and support the construction of a 
new Crew Expedition Shuttle capable 
of sustaining, longer journeys. This is 
to be funded primarily by reallocating 
billions of the cuncnt NASA annual 
budget which stands at SI5.4 billion. I 
would question what NASA accom-
plishes with that mighty budget, much 
of which goes to Texas and California, 
besides building incompetent robots 
and fatal shuttles. But of course most 
of this information would be classi-
fied and sealed just like the Presi-
dent's life history. 
"Let private interests 
waste funds on space 
tourism, settlement and 
resource development." 
Even Republicans haven't been 
able to defend the President's proposi-
tion. The conservative think tank The 
Heritage Foundation has even been 
skeptical questioning the prudence of 
financing such a plan at this juncture. 
The Heritage Foundation citcs Social 
Security and Medicare as upcoming 
fiscal disasters durii the next decade 
and suggests that national security, 
terrorism, and tax cuts should carry 
significantly higher priority. 
Courageous as it may seem for the 
President to try and rcinvigorate our 
ailing space program it is not in the 
national interest but in the special 
interest that he does so. In this era of 
the evolution of civilization it would 
be sensible for the United States to 
further contribute to the International 
Space Station and participate multilat-
eral^ in space exploration. Many 
other countries such as Russia, China, 
India and those of the European 
Union are also pursuing various space 
programs—international collaboration 
among scientists rather than competi-
tion would be far more beneficial to 
each and every country of earth. 
Although Bush openly states that he 
does not mean to reinstate a "space 
race" he is still advising the pursuit of 
nationalism that will waste billions of 
dollars around the globe towards what 
could be a common goal. 
Let countries work together as 
could be possible through internation-
al forums or finance space exploration 
privately as suggested by the Lunar 
Republic which sells moon plots for 
only thirty dollars an acre—there are 
many craters with spectacular views 
still available. Let private interests 
waste funds on space tourism, settle-
ment and resource development. Send 
the monkeys at NASA to Mars, those 
of us left on Earth will be better off 
without them. 
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Winter Dating: ways to stay hot 
when the weather gets cold 
Mmdee Amett 
There arc not very many good things 
to be said about bitter cold winds and 
icy conditions, except for the way it 
creates a need in us to get warm and 
stay warm. And one of the best places 
to find that warmth during the long 
months from December to April is in 
the presence of someone else. And 
there's lots of places to do it. 
One of the most popular of all wintry 
dates is skiing—and other forms of 
snow-related activities. Some of the 
benefits of skiing include the long, slow 
rides up the SKI lifts which lend couples 
a chance to get close and maybe share a 
kiss or two. A word of advice: when 
riding the ski lift never touch anything 
metal with your tongue, results of such 
disasters can be seen in Dumb and 
Dumber and A Christmas Story. So 
keep the tongue only in and around the 
mouth of your date at all times during 
the ride.) (A further word of advice: try 
to make sure that there isn't a bunch of 
kids in the cart behind you. This could 
lead to some embarrassment and 
harassment from the generations not yet 
interested in the magnificent world of 
sex and dating). 
Hitting the slopes in the cold winter 
weather can be fun all by itself, but 
having someone watching as you make 
your way down the hills can be even 
more fun. It's a way to show off—if 
you're experienced—or a way to get 
some good close-up help on the proper 
techniques—if you're inexperienced. 
Some of the hazards with a skiing 
date is the possibility of doing a head-
over-heels (and I don't mean just for 
your date). So proceed with care. 
There are several area within driving 
V 
& 
Members ofWSUSki Club lake a break during Midnight Madness at Mad Rhvr Mountain over Martin Luther King Jr. weekend 
Melissa, nails in lineal The American Eagle 
lift in ('tipper ML. Colorado over »riaer break. 
distance to catch some fresh powder. 
There's Mad River Mountain which 
offers comfort slopes (for the beginner), 
a game room, and night skiing. Mad 
River Mountain is located in Zanes-
field, about an hour from Dayton. (For 
further information check out: 
http://www.skimadriver.com/sistcrrc-
sorts.asp.) 
Another area ski resort is the Perfect 
North in Lawrenceburg, Indiana. The 
Perfect North offers snow tubing for 
beginners as well as the traditional bed 
and breakfast. Check out www.pcrfect-
north.com for information on location 
and rates. 
If skiing really isn't your thing, 
there's always sledding and tubing. 
Both of which have major dating 
advantages. Skiing creates an insur-
mountable distance between you and 
your date, as you're going down the 
slopes, but sledding eliminates that dis-
tance. A large enough sled, or an inter 
tube is a great way to enjoy the thrill 
and the speed of living down snow-
covered hills with someone you love. 
It's also a great excuse to hold on tight 
The nice thin, about sledding is that 
it can be done just about anywhere 
there's a hill and fresh snow fall. Many 
local area golf courses are open to sled-
ding, but any hill will suffice. 
Another winter activity, not quite as 
cold as sledding and perhaps not quite 
as hazardous as skiing, is ice skating. 
Ice skating is a little more relaxing and 
less physically demanding as both ski-
ing and sledding. There's something 
magical about holding hands with your 
date as moving across the ice. All that's 
missing is a disco ball and some 70's or 
80's pop songs and you'd be back in 
Junior High or grade school and shar-
ing the moonlight skate with the girl or 
boy of your dreams. Of course if you're 
not comfortable with cruising across 
the ice, you can always take in a hock-
ey game. 
If you're looking for a group date or 
something to do with friends, some ice 
rinks can be rented for a rousing game 
of broom ball. It's a fun way to spend 
an afternoon or evening, and all you 
need are a pair of sneakers, a broom, 
and a roll of duct tape. A little competi-
tion between you and your partner can 
always prove interesting. 
Some of the local ice rinks include 
the Kctteri: g Rcc Center in Kettering 
and Riverscapc in Downtown Dayton. 
For more informal, about Riverscapc. 
check out www.rivcrscapc.org. 
For those of you who'd like to avoid 
the ice and snow all together, there are 
plenty of indoor activities. Jillian's in 
Covington. Kentucky just across the 
river from Cincinnati offers a little bit 
of everything. Their massive complex 
includes a restaurant, several dance 
floors—including a retro floor playing 
music from the 70's, 80's, and 90's—a 
Hibachi grille (for the spirited diner), 
video game room with everything from 
artificial simulation golf to air hockey, 
pool tables, and last but not least, a 
bowling alley. Jillian's offers a full 
night on the town in one place, and 
local area hotels both in Covington and 
across the bridge in Cincinnati, make it 
a feasible date despite the distance. 
Of course, active winter daters can 
always just keep it simple. There's 
always the movie theatres, coffee 
shops, dance clubs, restaurants, and 
bars to share a spccial evening with 
your date. There's even laser tag, paint 
balling, and indoor rock climbing for 
the adventurous daters. 
The main thing to keep in mind is 
variety. There's lots of things to do 
around town and don't be afraid to try 
something new. You'll find out more 
about yourself and a whole lot more 
about your date. One final word of 
advice on w inter dating: avoid lover's 
lanes and other such forms of parking. 
It just doesn't work in the winter. It's 
too cold and the windows fog up way 
too quickly! Always remember to prac-
tice a little discretion but don't be 
afraid of a little n.d.a. 
'Something's Gotta Give': age is just a number 
fVbchele Ditto 
(ttta2@wrij$iLatu 
A look into dating, 
Viagra and menopause 
"When you can climb a flight of 
stairs," Julian, (Keanu Reeves) tells 
Harry (Jack Nicholson) during a check-
up after Harry's heart attack, "then you 
can have sex." 
Nicholson plays a pimp daddy who 
never dates anyone under the ago of 
thirty. With a drawer full of little black 
books and women in almost twenty 
states to prove it, H;>rry has plans to 
wine and dine as many women as he 
possibly can. 
His plans arc slightly thwarted when 
he meets Marin (Amanda Peet). a raven 
haired beauty with piercing blue eyes, 
during an auction at Christie's in New 
York City. They decide to take a trip 
together to the Marin's family beach 
house. Little do they know that 
Maron's mother. Erica (Diane Keaton), 
a well known playwright, just happens 
to be also staying in the beach house 
while working on her new play. 
Harry has a heart attack while mak-
ing out with Marin in the beach house. 
Lucky for him. Erica rushes upstairs to 
give him some much needed mouth to 
mouth (like he hasn't enough of it 
already), and ho then goes to the hospi-
tal. 
Now if all hospitals had doctors 
resembling Keanu Reeves, women 
would be having heart attacks more 
often. At first, seeing Reeves with a 
stethoscope around his neck is ;• little 
hard to digest, since 1 was having 
Matrix and Bill and Ted's Excellent 
Adventure flashbacks. Bui this is 
where it gets interesting; I am pretty 
sure that R. Kelly was a consultant in 
this movie somehow. 
It's like Cupid gets drunk and starts 
to shoot arrows to members of the cast. 
Both Julian and Harry for fall for Erica, 
who "thought she was shut up for busi-
ness' since her divorce. The antics 
continue when Maron discovers that 
her father is going to marry an car. nose 
and throai specialist who is half his age. 
Despite the rather complicated plot, 
this movie covers a topic most chick 
•IllUllllitl I'M 
flicks don't: dating in the age of Viagra 
and menopause. I can't recall a movie 
thai I saw two older people go at it like 
rabbits. Even though Nicholson and 
REVIEW 
Keaton are getting on in years, neither 
one ot them seems to have any qualms 
with showing a little skin (full frontal 
for Keaton. and back of the hospital 
gown butt shots for Nicholson). 
I couldn't help but fall in love with 
Harry myself, as he cruiscs around in 
his convertible with a woman half his 
ago. how he is one of New York's most 
notorious bachelors, and how ho fol-
lows Erica to Paris after he does some 
serious soul searching to finally realize 
that he's ready to fall in love Although 
an incredibly long story, it's well worth 
the time to tunc in and see whether 
Erica chooses to marry the hot doctor 
or the pimp who can't settle down. 
From the d i rec to r of LEGALLY BLONDE 
KateBosworth TopherGrace JoshDuhamei 
In every love story, there 's only room 
Diane Keatnn, Jack Nicholson, and Amanda Peet 
for one leading man. 
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Coming soon to theatres everywhere 
Place your 
classified ad 
in the Guardian today. 
775-5537 
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FAIRBORN A gallon of gas if 
you run out on a 
campus roadway. 
•J l» 
431 N. BROAD ST.. I  OH 45324 
TEL: 9J7-879-9251 FAX: 937-879-9252 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK: 
10:30anv10:30pm 
ttrer IIIn ilrms 1 unch u " l l l ' f n a Mon-Sat !0:30am-i:i0pm 
uruilablr. on 
our buiici. Dinner Buffet $8.25 Mon-Sat 4:00pm-10:00pm 
Sunday «£ Holiday 
Buffet'SS. 2 5 
4:00pm- /0:00pm Served H: 
Snow Crah Legs 
Battery Jump 
Parking and Transportation at 775-2528 
between 8am and 8pm Monday thru Thursday 
and 8am thru 3pm on Friday. 
After these hours, for a jump ONLY, contact the 
WSU Police Department at 775-2111 
FREE HIV SCREENING 
Student Health Services 
Fredrick White Health Center 
Call for an appt. 775-2552 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9am-7pm 
Fri 8:30am-5pm 
Student Health Services, in collaboration with 
Wright State University Pharmacy and Organon 
Pharmacueticals are able to provide'birth con-
trol pills at a cost to students of $7.00 per 
month. Student Health Services is able to per-
form your annual Pap smear, STD testing, and 
emergency contraception. Please call and make 
an appointment to see the Nurse Practitioner at 
775-2552. 
Meningitis Center 
- Meningococcal disease can be devistating 
- College freshmen living in dorms are at increased riskw 
- Vaccination can reduce risk 
Get Your Vaccination Today for Only $75 
www.wright.edu/students/health/ 
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James Dean, Camel Lights & Motorcycles 
Mchele Ditto 
Ever since he was a teenager, sec-
ond year graduate student Jns'» pou-
glass had dreams to visit one very spe-
cial town in Indiana: Faimiount. the 
hometown of actor James Dean. 
So instead of packing up and head-
ing to Florida, as some college stu-
dents do for Spring Break. Douglass 
packed up and headed to Faimiount. 
Indiana, where the infamous rebel with-
out a cause grew up. 
After touring the James Dean 
Gallery, Douglass learned thnt Dean 
moved to Fairmount alter the death of 
his mother. Dean lived with his aunt 
and uncle Marcus and Ortense Wind-
slow. At Fairmount High School. Dean 
was active in basketball, track, and was 
a member of the debate club. After 
graduating from high school. Dean 
moved to California and enrolled in 
Santa Monica City College, where be 
became a theater arts m jV>r. 
Dean's first acting job was a Pepsi 
commercial for which he was paid thir-
ty dollars, and his acting did not stop 
there. After landing roles in two 
Broadway plays. Dean later made three 
movies. Rebel Without a Cause. East of 
Eden and Giant. 
"My favorite James Dean movie 
would have to be Rebel Without a 
Cause." Douglass said. "I really think 
he was one of the first actors to portray 
a tough guy who could be sensitive." 
Douglass added. 
According to Douglass, he found a 
flyer that advertised the James Dean 
Gallery and decided he had to visit il. 
"It's like this two story house that is 
owned by a James Dean fan," Doiglass 
said. "He had the poster for Giant from 
Italy, some of his old school papers, 
and pictures of him from when he was 
in high school." Douglass recalled. 
Douglass was also able to go visit 
the Indian Motorcycle Shop, where 
James Dean bought his motorcycles. 
"From what I understand, the Indian 
motorcycle was one ol the best kinds of 
motorcycles at the time, and James 
Dean drove one." 
Also on the lour of Fairmount, Dou-
glass was able to visit the house where 
Dean grew up. "Dean's cousin still 
owns the farmhouse where he grew up, 
and we were able to get pretty close to 
take pictures of the house, they (the 
Windslows) are really cool about letting 
people drive by and snap pictures." 
Douglass said. 
The tour of Fairmount would not be 
complete without visiting where Dean 
was laid to rest. "The town is as big 
as Enon, it's pretty small. They pretty 
much gave me a map to the cemetery 
and told me to look for where all the 
flowers and cigarettes were," Douglass 
laughed. 
Upon arriving at the cemetery. Dou-
glass saw that sprinkled around the 
gravest were sticks of gum and ciga-
rettes. "I had to laugh," Douglass said. 
"There were some Kools there, and I 
laughed, he didn't smoke menthols!" 
Douglass said. "So 1 was like, here. 
Jimmy, have a Camel Light." 
PLACE YOUR 
CLASSIFIED AD IN THE GUARDIAN. 
jggg CALL: 
775 - 5537 
\\\̂ ° ND 
457 Da>liin Ax-. \ cilia. I 
372-6699 
Games start at ?pm: Thursdays and Fridays 
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights 
How about Bingo? 
Over $30,000 paid out nighly on Bingo and Instants 
Justm DIIUKIIU 
According to Douglass, the cemetery 
is open to anyone who wants to visit. 
Apparently there has only been one 
incident where someone vandalized his 
grave marker, but mostly people seem 
to respect his grave." And respect the 
grave site they do. as the grave marker 
is decorated in smooch marks from 
adoring fans. 
After dining at a local bar and grill. 
Douglass visited the Fairmount Histori-
cal Center, where he also discovered 
that Garfield creator Jim Davis also 
hails from Faimiount, Indiana. "It was 
cool, half the museum was Jim Davis, 
half the museum was James Dean," 
Douglass said. 
Want to visit the James Dean 
Gallery? 
Call: 1(765)948-3326 
Email: dl(o jamesdeangallery.com 
Visit: www.janiesdeangallery.com 
$5 .00 o f f Mx*- Package Wrth This Ad! 
Notice to Wright State University 
Registered Student Organizations 
If your organization is interested in apply ing 
for an annual budget for the 2004 -2005 year, 
an officially designated representative of your 
organizat ion must attend one of two inform a-
tion meetings to find out more abour the 
application process and to obtain the neces-
sary appl icat ion forms. 
Student Organization Budget Committee 
Funding info meeting: 
Tuesday, January 27,2004 5-6 PM 
-or-
Wednesday, January 28, 2004 2-3 PM 
E163A Student Union 
Questions. Concerns, Comments? Stop in or call 
Carolyn Smith in the Office of the Vice President for 
Student Affairs and Enrollment Services. 
775-4000. 360 University Hall 
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W S U P A R K I N G A N D T R A N S P O R T A T I O N 
C A M P U S S H U T T L E S C H E D U L E S 2 0 0 3 - 2 0 0 4 
ROUTE 1 — MON. - THURS. UNTIL 10:05PM / FRI. UNTIL 6 :05PM 
O F P A R T M C L I N G Y M 
! O T 2 0 D E P A R T M I L L E T T 
7 : 3 0 1 : 3 0 7 : 3 5 1 : 3 5 
7 : 4 0 1 :40 7 : 4 5 1 : 4 5 
7 : 5 0 1 : 5 0 7 : 5 5 1 : 5 5 
3 : 0 0 2 : 0 0 8 : 0 5 2 : 0 5 
8 : 1 0 2 : 1 0 8 : 1 5 ? : 1 5 
8 : 2 0 2 : 2 0 8 : 2 5 2 : 2 5 
8 : 3 0 2 : 3 0 8 : 3 5 2 : 3 5 
8 . 4 0 2 : 4 0 8 : 4 5 2 : 4 5 
3 : 5 0 2 : 5 0 8 : 5 5 2 : 5 5 
9 : 0 0 3 : 0 0 9 : 0 5 3 : 0 5 
9 : 1 0 3 1 0 9 : 1 5 3 : 1 5 
9 2 0 3 : 3 0 9 : 2 5 3 : 3 5 
9 : 3 0 3 : 5 0 9 : 3 5 3 : 5 5 
9 : 4 0 4 : 1 0 9 : 4 5 4 : 1 5 
9 : 5 0 4 : 3 0 9 : 5 5 4 : 3 5 
1 0 : 0 0 4 : 5 0 1 0 : 0 5 4 : 5 5 
1 0 : 1 0 5 : 1 0 1 0 : 1 5 5 : 1 5 
1 0 : 2 0 5 : 3 0 1 0 : 2 5 5 : 3 5 
1 0 : 3 0 5 : 5 0 1 0 : 3 5 5 : 5 5 
1 0 : 4 0 6 : 1 0 1 0 : 4 5 6 : 1 5 
1 0 : 5 r 6 : 3 0 1 0 : 5 5 6 : 3 5 
1« J0 6 . 5 0 1 1 : 0 5 6 : 5 5 
1 1 : 1 0 7 : 1 0 1 1 : 1 5 7 : 1 5 
1 1 : 2 0 7 : 3 0 1 1 : 2 5 7 : 3 5 
1 1 : 4 0 7 : 5 0 1 1 : 4 5 7 : 5 5 
1 2 : 0 0 8 : 1 0 1 2 : 0 5 8 : 1 5 
1 2 : 2 0 8 : 3 0 1 2 : 2 5 8 : 3 5 
JO 8 : 5 0 1 2 : 3 5 8 : 5 5 
1 2 : 5 0 9 : 1 0 1 2 : 5 5 9 : 1 5 
1 : 1 0 9 : 3 0 1 : 1 5 9 : 3 5 
9 : 5 0 9 . 5 5 
7 : 4 5 1 : 4 5 
7 : 5 5 1 : 5 5 
8 : 0 5 2 . 0 5 
8 : 1 5 2 : 1 5 
8 : 2 5 2 : 2 5 
8 : 3 5 2 : 3 5 
8 : 4 5 2 : 4 5 
8 : 5 5 2 : 5 5 
9 : 0 5 3 : 0 5 
9 : 1 5 3 : 1 5 
9 : 2 5 3 : 2 5 
9 : 3 5 3 : 4 5 
9 : 4 5 4 : 0 5 
9 : 5 5 4 : 2 5 
1 0 : 0 5 4 : 4 5 
1 0 : 1 5 5 : 0 5 
1 0 : 2 5 5 : 2 5 
1 0 : 3 5 5 : 4 5 
1 0 : 4 5 6 : 0 5 
1 0 : 5 5 6 : 2 5 
1 1 : 0 5 6 . 4 5 
1 1 : 1 5 7 : 0 5 
1 1 : 2 5 7 : 2 5 
1 1 : 3 5 7 : 4 5 
1 1 : 5 5 8 : 0 5 
1 2 : 1 5 8 : 2 5 
1 2 : 3 5 8 : 4 5 
1 2 : 4 5 9 : 0 5 
1 : 0 5 9 : 2 5 
1 : 2 5 9 : 4 5 
1 0 : 0 5 
ROUTE 2 — MONDAY - FRIDAY UNTIL 6:55 PM 
ALL TIMES LISTED APE DEPARTURE TIMES 
H A M I L T O N F O R E S T 
H A L L / S U L A N E , 
2 : 0 0 2 : 0 5 
3 : 0 0 3 : 0 5 
4 : 0 0 4 : 0 5 
R O U T E 3 
ALL TIMES L 
C O L L E G E H O N O R S 
P A R K J O R M 
S A T U R D A Y S O N L Y 
6 : 2 5 
7 : 2 5 
8 : 2 5 * 
6 : 3 0 
7 : 3 0 
8 : 3 0 * 
2 : 1 0 
3 : 1 0 
4 : 1 0 
6 : 3 5 
7 : 3 5 
8 : 3 5 * 
2 : 1 5 
3 : 1 5 
4 : 1 5 
6 4 0 
7 : 4 0 
8 : 4 0 * 
' D R O P O F F O N L Y - N O P I C K U P S F O R T H E S E R U N S 
S H U T T L E S R U N O N L Y W H I L E C L A S S E S A R E IN S E S S I O N A N D D U R I N G ' 
N O S H U T T L E D U R I N G B R E A K S O R U N I V E R S I T Y - O B S E R V E D H O L I D A Y S 
A L L S H U T T L E S A R E W H E E L C H A I R A C C E S S I B L E 
N O C H A R G E F O R R O U T E S 1 A N D 2. 
$ 1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y F O R R O U T E 3 ( E X A C T C H A N G E P L E A S E ) . 
V M I L T O N F O R E S T C O L L E G E H O N O R S W O O D S M I L L E T T M C L I N 
L A N E P A R K D O R M V I L L A G E P I N E H A L L H A L L L O T 2 0 G Y M 
7 : 1 5 7 : 1 8 7 : 2 2 7 : 2 6 7 : 3 0 7 : 3 5 7 . 4 0 ****** 7 . 5 0 
8 : 0 0 8 : 0 3 8 : 0 7 8 : 1 1 8 : 1 5 8 : 2 0 8 : 2 5 ****** 8 : 3 5 
8 : 4 5 8 : 4 8 8 : 5 2 8 : 5 6 9 . 0 0 9 : 0 5 9 : 1 0 9 : 2 0 
9 : 3 0 9 : 3 3 9 : 3 7 9 : 4 1 9 : 4 5 9 : 5 0 9 : 5 5 ****** 1 0 . 0 5 
1 0 : 1 5 1 0 : 1 8 1 0 : 2 2 1 0 : 2 6 1 0 : 3 0 1 0 : 3 5 1 0 : 4 0 1 0 : 5 0 
1 1 : 0 0 1 1 . 0 3 1 1 : 0 7 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 : 1 5 1 1 : 2 0 1 1 : 2 5 
1 1 : 3 5 
1 1 : 4 5 1 1 : 4 8 1 1 : 5 2 1 1 : 5 6 1 2 : 0 0 1 2 : 0 5 1 2 : 1 0 1 2 : 2 0 
1 2 : 3 0 1 2 : 3 3 1 2 : 3 7 1 2 : 4 1 1 2 : 4 5 1 2 : 5 0 1 2 : 5 5 1 : 0 5 
1 : 1 5 1 : 1 8 1 : 2 2 1 : 2 6 1 : 3 0 1 : 3 5 1 4 0 1 : 5 0 
2 : 0 0 2 : 0 3 2 : 0 7 2 : 1 1 2 : 1 5 2 : 2 0 2 : 2 5 2 : 3 5 
2 : 4 5 2 : 4 8 2 : 5 2 2 : 5 6 3 : 0 0 3 . 0 5 3 : 1 0 3 : 1 5 3 : 2 0 
3 : 3 0 3 : 3 3 3 : 3 7 3 : 4 1 3 : 4 5 3 : 5 0 3 : 5 5 4 : 0 0 4 : 0 5 
4 : 1 5 4 : 1 8 4 : 2 2 4 : 2 6 4 : 3 0 4 : 3 5 4 : 4 0 4 : 4 5 4 : 5 0 
5 : 0 0 5 : 0 3 5 : 0 7 5 : 1 1 5 : 1 5 5 : 2 0 5 : 2 5 5 : 3 0 5 : 3 5 
5 : 4 5 5 : 4 8 5 : 5 2 5 : 5 6 6 : 0 0 6 : 0 5 6 : 1 0 6 : 1 5 
6 : 2 0 
6 : 3 0 6 : 3 3 6 : 3 7 6 : 4 1 6 : 4 5 . 6 : 5 0 6 : 5 5 
W O O D S M A I L 
V I L L A G E P I N E H A L L M E I J E R 
2 : 2 0 2 : 2 5 2 : 3 5 2 : 5 0 
3 : 2 0 3 : 2 5 3 : 3 5 3 : 5 0 
4 : 2 0 4 : 2 5 4 : 3 5 4 : 5 0 •••••• •••«•• ****** ****** 
6 : 4 5 6 : 5 0 7 : 0 0 7 : 1 5 
7 : 4 5 7 : 5 0 8 : 0 0 8 : 1 5 
8 : 4 5 * 8 : 5 0 * 9 : 0 0 9 : 3 0 
N A L S W E E K 
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Dear Mamma Souffle, 
There is another student in o ne of my classes who has really terrible 
body odor. I mean it's so bad that I can't eat for hours after the class 
ends. I always sit across the room from this girl and I can still smell 
it! The really bad thing is that now we're doing a group project and 
this girl was assigned to my group. Help! What should I do? Is there 
anyway 1 can tell her about it without being really mean? I don't 
want to hurt her feelings, but I also don't want to be sick to my stom 
ach all the time? 
Sincerely, 
Holding My Nose 
Dear Holding My Nose, 
Personal hygiene is always a sensitive and nasty subject. The best 
and most effective way of dealing with Miss Stinky is just to tell her 
about it. But if you're afraid that she might react poorly to your kind 
advice than there are always other approaches. You can try talking 
about things like showering and bathing. For instance you could tell 
her during a casual conversation that you like to use Dial or Suave, 
or whatever type of body soap you prefer and then you can ask her 
what she likes to use. This will let you know right away how serious 
her b.o. problem really is. Is she tells you that she doesn't use any 
kind of soap when she showers than you can suggest that she try the 
one you like to use. If she tells you that she doesn't shower at all, 
than you can try and convince her of all the wonderful things that go 
along with a fresh shower, such as helping you wake up in the morn-
ing, making your sock easier to put on (for as well all know dirty feet 
can show resistance to fresh socks) and giving you time to practice 
on your singing voice. It's possible that Miss Stinky has never really 
considered all the wonderful benefits of showering beyond the obvi-
ous advantage of being clean and smelly-free. If this careful tactic 
doesn't work then you'll have to go for the more obvious approach, 
such as offering her a bottle or bar of your favorite soap. To be on the 
safe side you could bring several of these gift wrapped and pass them 
out among your group with the explanation that you're working for a 
promotional company. Miss Skinky won't suspect a thing! You could 
also wear clothing that promotes good hygiene. If you can't find any 
such T-shirts at your local Walmart, you can always make one of 
your own. Buy some puffy paints from the craft-store and write your 
own motto. Try something like: "Clean people arc nice people," or "I 
had my shower this morning—did you?" Any variation on these will 
probably do the trick. If these last things don't work than go for the 
jugular. Bring a clothes pin to class and wear this on your nose while 
you're doing your work with her. This will be questioned very highly 
by Miss Stinky, but to protect yourself you can always tell her that 
you are participating in a smell experiment and wearing the clothes 
pin is just one of the steps in the process. I'm sure that will satisfy 
Miss Stinky enough to keep you from suspicion and more important-
ly, you'll save your sense of smell in the process. As my Grand 
Pappy Souffle used to say, "Always wear tall mbber boots into the 
pig pen." 
—Mamma Souffle 
Arenacross shows off its best 
Chris Gleason 
Winning the 250cc Pro Class, Brian 
Stone stole the show at Saturday's main 
event at Arenacross. 
The evening was defined by six main 
classes, the 50cc "pecwee," the 65cc, the 
I25cc Pro, the Dash For Cash, the 250cc 
Pro and the Extreme Jump-off. Each 
class seemed to have its own star that 
excelled above the rest. 
The 50cc class was made up of seven 
and eight-year-olds. The class was a 
crowd favorite as the kids navigated the 
impressive course often as well as the 
pros did. The 65cc class raced well and 
showed skills comparable to the older 
boys in the 125cc class. 
The I25cc was split between the 
novice and the pros. The novices' skills 
were blown out of the water by the pro 
class. Often, it seemed the 65cc class 
was more exciting to watch than the 
I25cc novice class. The 125cc Pro class 
was won by Matt Barnes, who also came 
in third in the 250cc Pro class. 
The Dash For Cash was a race com-
pletely funded by the generous spectators 
of the evening. The winner was Brian 
Stone who dominated both this class and 
the 250cc class. He also came in third in 
the 125cc class. After the race, he 
received his cash from the beautiful Miss 
Arenacross, who also motivated fans to 
part with their cash. 
The Extreme Jump Oft" Contest left 
much to be desired. Although some of 
their tricks were cool, most of them 
could be performed by the average rider. 
Space constraints may have been a prob-
lem since they were limited to a small 
portion of the Nutter Center floor. 
3rea#c of J>ay 
The 250cc main event was the high-
light of the evening. The gate dropped 
and the riders were off. From the very 
beginning many battles were taking 
place to achieve front position before the 
first turn. Brian Stone won the event and 
collected a large amount of the ten thou-
sand dollar purse. 
Although it was a cold night outside, 
the Nutter Center was sizzling with the 
heat and smoke of Arenacross. Some 
contestants walked away winners, while 
others walked away with nothing but 
their bruised pride. All participants left 
with a sense of sportsmanship and cama-
raderie for one another. 
If you missed this awesome battle, 
don't worry because Arenacross will be 
back next January in the Nutter Center 
riding faster and flying higher than ever. 
By Nate Fakes 
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Raiders on a roll with four straight wins 
Wright State off to a record start in league play 
Butata495@hotma*xan 
The men's basketball team is 
rolling right along after a shaky begin-
ning to their season. Alter two domi-
nating victories over the University of 
Texas Pan-Am and Loyola University 
this past week, the men find themselves 
8-8, winning seven out of their last ten. 
and 5-1 in conference play. The men's 
conference record is the best ever start 
by a Wright State team. 
Wednesday night, the men hosted 
the University of Texas Pan-Am Broncs 
in a non-conference battle Any chance 
at a close game was quicklv put to 
sleep when the Bronx's 1 .iding scorer, 
Sergio Sanchez, was put into check 
with two fouls only three minutes into 
the first half. The Broncs couldn't 
seem to find the basket all night long, 
and the Raiders took advantage early, 
running out to a 23-9 lead early in the 
first half. Pan-Am's only serious run 
was shortly thereafter when they closed 
things to 29-21 wi»h 10:04 left in the 
first half. The Broncs got no closer 
than that as the Raiders proceeded to go 
on a 22-8 run to finish out the first half, 
behind six points each from freshman 
Zakee Boyd and senior Vernard 
Hol'ins. At half the men had opened 
up a very comfortable 51-29 lead. 
After the half, the men went right 
back to work on offense. At one point 
the men led 78-43. Strong play all 
around and a stellar triple-double by 
senior Hollins provided the offensive 
punch needed to tear up the Bronc's 
defense. Hollins' triple-double was 
only the second in the WSU men's bas-
ketball history. His 21 points, 11 
rebounds and 10 assists were comple-
mented by 24 points from Senior Seth 
Doliboa. 13 points from Boyd off the 
bench, and 12 points from Alex Kock. 
The men shot 51% on the night as 
Seth Doliboa hunts a UT-Pan American 
defender baseline during last weeks matchup. 
UTPA was only able to muster 34% 
from the field. The Ra.ders also out-
shined the Broncs from the charity 
stripe, where they finished 25 for 33 
compared to only 13 of 28 from Pan-
Am. 
Riding high off of their victory on 
Wednesday night, the men traveled to 
Chicago to take on the University of 
Loyola Ramblers in a conference match 
up. Both teams shot well, and things 
were tied at 11 all early in the first half. 
The Raiders then caught fire and went 
on a 16-4 , un to open up a 27-15 lead 
with 6 minutes left to play in the first 
half. Freshman Dashaun Wood led the 
charge with six of those 16. N taring 
halftime. the Ramblers came to within 
six, but Vernard Hollins hit a shot with 
under a minute left to push the halftime 
lead to eight points, 37-29. 
After the half, the Raiders went 
into overdrive, going on " 26-13 run to 
blow the game wide open. The run was 
sustained by seven points from Seth 
Doliboa and six points from Alex 
Kock, making the lead 63-42. For the 
rest of the game the Ramblers weren't 
able to come any closer than 15 and, at 
the end of regulation, the scoreboard 
showed an 82-60 victory for the 
Raiders. The margin of victory was the 
largest for the Raiders since a 100-74 
spanking of UIC in January of 1999. 
Once the dust settled Wright State 
had shot 58% on the night to Loyola's 
50%. The Raiders also won the 
rebound battle 33-28. It was another 
even scoring night for the men. with 
four players in double figures. Hollins 
led things with 18 points and eight 
assists. Alex Kock recorded a season 
high 17 points, while Doliboa had 15, 
and Wood also recorded a season high 
14. 
Wie taking the golf world by storm 
Trent Montgomery 
Trackl600@hotmalcom 
Ernie Els may have won the 2004 
Sony Open this weekend, but the talk 
of the tournament was all about young 
Michelle Wie, who at age 14, played 
with the big boys in Hawaii and held 
her own. 
Els battled to win the tournament 
in extra holes on Sunday, but once it 
was all said and done people were still 
talking about Wie's opening two rounds 
of golf. Playing against the men Wie 
shot a solid two over par 72 in the 
opening round Thursday. Heading into 
the second round Wie had a chance at 
making the cut and being able to play 
in the final two rounds, but even her 
dazzling play couldn't help her with 
what ended up being a one under par 
cut. Wie scrambled around the course 
as well as anyone Friday, making great 
plays from the rough and on the green, 
in fact she managed to shoot an impres-
sive two under par, 68. But when it was 
all said and done her two round score 
of 140 was a stroke short from the cut, 
which was 139. 
Nonetheless, she had the media 
and the golf world buzzing with her 
fine play. Not only did she tangle with 
the boys and hold her own, but also she 
did this all as a young 14 year old. Not 
even Tiger was making this much noise 
at age 14. Wie a freshman in High 
School seems to take everything in 
stride though, and has planned to play 
six LPGA events in this upcoming sea-
son. 
When you truly look at what this 
young woman is doing at her age it is 
staggering. When 1 think back to when 
I was a freshman in high school. 1 have 
memories of playing kids of my own 
age and competing for district titles, not 
professional ones. 1 canno' imagine 
what it must be like to not have your 
license, but at the same time be playing 
against people old enough to be your 
parents and some old enough to be your 
grandparents. Most grown men cannot 
deal with the pressure of the PGA tour, 
yet this young lady has the confidence 
and poise much like that of superstar 
Tiger Woods. 
Since Annika Sorenstam played on 
the men's tour last year we have been 
seeing a growing trend of women who 
arc hoping to get their chance against 
the guys and Wie is the future of that 
movement. That is why 1 was personal-
ly very excited to sec her do so well 
last weekend. I for one think that if the 
women are good enough to take on the 
men then so be it. Let's face it, it makes 
the competition that much better 
because we know none of the guys 
w ant to get beat by a female. Plus, as 1 
sat and watched the! ony Open I was 
captivated by the young phenomenon, 
which is Michelle Wie. I wis.. Wie the 
best of luck in the future and for all of 
those guys out there on the PGA tour 
watch out because this girl can play and 
she will onlv ect better. 
Smerz Honored Nationally 
Allic Smere, a senior Libera 
on the Wright State volleyball 
team was named to the Honorable 
Mention Ail-American Team last 
week, by the American Volleyball 
Coaches Association. 
After already being named 
Horizon League Defensive Player 
of the Year, and being recognized 
regionally as one of the best play-
ers. the announcement served as 
yet more icing on the cake for 
w hat has been a celebrated season 
for Smerz. 
Smerz was ranked 16th in the 
country in digs per game amongst 
Division 1 players. Her 540 digs on 
the season put her second in the 
Wright State record books for digs 
in a season and she is ranked third 
in school history for career digs 
totaling 1,319 as a Raider. 
WSU Swimmtrs Dominate 
Horizon League Awards 
For the week of January 5-11 
the Horizon League named Wright 
State's Dejan Antolic and Roberta 
Borkowski the league's swimming 
and diving athletes of the week. 
Antolic, provided the firepow-
er needed against Western Ken-
tucky to win. He took first place in 
both the 200 and 500 freestyle. 
Borkowski. also had a fine 
showing in what was her first meet 
of the season, winning both diving 
events against Western Kentucky. 
On the season the defending 
league champs have captured ath-
lete of the week honors six times. 
WSU has upcoming promo-
tional events 
Wright State University is pro-
viding plenty of reasons for its stu-
dents and alumni to attend upcom-
ing basketball games at the Nutter 
Center. 
On January 27, it will be 
Beavercreek Night. Then four 
nights later on the 31 it will be 
Parent's Weekend, which means 
students will have the oppurtunity 
to show their parents a little bit of 
Raider life. Also at halftime of the 
game WSU athletes will be recog-
nized for their academic achieve-
ments. Also of note is the February 
19 game against Youngstown State 
which will serve as the last home 
game and Seniors Night. 
On top of these nights the Nut-
ter Center will also be offering a 
free tuition raffle for students of 
Wright State University. 
w w w . t h e g u a r d i a n o n 
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Olympian helping WSU runners to achieve more 
When 
Cross Country 
was introduced 
to Wright State 
back in 1973, 
the team was 
formed and 
coached by 
Bob Schul, 
who remained 
the head coach 
until 1981. After that point, the pro-
gram was dropped for a number of 
years until Mike Baumer, a former run-
ner of Schul's, resurrected the program 
in 1984. When Baumer decided to quit 
coaching for family reasons in the late 
nineties, a call was put out to find a 
new head coach. 
"When Mike Baumer was going to 
quit, (Wright State Athletics Director) 
Mike Cusack called and asked if I had 
any ideas for a new coach. We talked 
about it and I offered to do it myself. I 
was chosen from four or five coachc 
who had applied." Schul said. 
So, after an eighth n year absence 
from coaching amongst the college 
ranks. WSU re-hired Bob Schul to 
coach both men's and women's cross 
country. Why would Wright State want 
Bob Schul training its runners? Because 
Bob Schul is one of the top ten distance 
runners in United States history. 
"/ still feel the pressure of 
being a coach. / want the 
teams to do well, and the 
individual runners. This 
(coaching at WSU) isn V 
something to just pass the 
time." 
-Bob Schul 
Born and raised in West Milton, 
Ohio just twenty miles north of Dayton, 
Schul began running as a child and, 
although his times weren't spectacular 
as a high school athlete, he went to 
Miami University and continued run-
ning there. In 1960 Schul joined the 
Air Force, and was stationed in Califor-
nia where he met famed distance coach 
Mahaly Igloi. Igloi would train Schul 
until September of 1963. That fall 
Schul returned to Miami and continued 
with the training that Igloi had taught 
him. After indoor and outdoor track 
seasons in which he broke the world 
record in the two-mile, and ran sub four 
minute miles numerous times, Schul 
found himself the favorite to win the 
5.000 meters (3.1 miles) at the Tokyo 
Olympic games in the summer of 1964. 
Running the race of his life. Schul 
won the Gold Medal that year and in so 
doing became the only American to win 
a Gold Medal in a race over 1500 
meters. He is also one of only five 
Americans to win a Gold medal in a 
distance race in Olympic history. After 
holding numerous American Records in 
distance events, Schul began training 
athletes himself in the ways of Igloi, 
and eventually landed the coaching job 
at WSU back in '73. Presently, Schul 
said he is still doing what he loves here 
at Wright State. 
"I have enjoyed my time here. I 
find it quite fun." said the 66-year-old. 
"I told them I'd stay until I'm 70." 
Although past retirement age, 
Schul said he enjoys coaching athletes 
as much as he ever has, and embraces 
Bob Schul competes at the World Champi-
onships in the 5000 meters. 
the challenges that come along with 
coaching different types of athletes. 
Schul coaches the women's indoor 
and outdoor track team, on top of his 
cross-country duties in the fail. 
"I still feel the pressure of being a 
coach. I want the teams to do well, and 
the individual runners. This (coaching 
at WSU) isn't something to just pass 
the time." said Schul. 
Birsta495@Mmai.com 
Bob Schu! 
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Men's Basketball: 
21 Wednesday UIC 
24 Saturday at Butler 
27 Tuesday UW-Milwaukee 
Women's Basketball 
22 Thursday UW-Milwaukee 
24 Saturday a* Loyola 
Men's Tennis: 
23 Friday at Eastern Kentucky 
24 Saturday at Southern Illinois 
Women's Tennis: 
24 Saturday at Ball State 
Swimming and Diving: 
23 Friday at Wittenberg 
24 Saturday at Xavier 
Indoor Track: 
23 Friday at Central Collegiate 
Who Will Be the 
Wright State University 
Parent of the Year? 
Want to say thanks to those who raised 
you and now support you in your 
quest for higher education? 
Nominate them for the Wright State University 
Parent of the Year Award! 
The process is simple, just fill our the form 
available in the Student Life office and tell us in 
500 words or less why your loved ones deserve 
this prestigious honor. 
A selection committee will screen essays and ali 
nominations will receive a certificate of 
recognition. Award recipients will be honored 
during the Parent's Weekend Brunch on 
Sunday, February 1, 2004. 
Nominations are due by 5:00 PM 
Mondav, Jan. 26, 2003 
Essays should be returned to The Office of Student life 
W036 Student Union 
Call Katie at S742 with Questions 
w w w . t h e g u a r d i a n o n l i n e . c o m 
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Freshman stepping up big for young Raider team 
JoshBurite 
Burtata495@hotmaixoni 
You may have heard that the men's 
basketball team is playing very well 
lately. What you may not know is just 
how young these Raiders are. and what 
a bright future WSU basketball has to 
look forward to. 
I 'ova fomnvB attempt, a foul shot ut the first 
half against Butler. 
Other than seniors Seth Doliboa 
and Vernard Hollins, the starters for the 
Raiders have all been freshman this 
year. Alex Kock, Drew Burleson, 
Zakee Boyd, Dashaun Wood, Vova 
Severovas, Rick Poole, and Joe Boze-
man can all look forward .o three more 
years of eligibility here at WSU, a com-
forting thought to any fan. And with 
the return of senior forward Bradcn 
You 
Choose, 
So you say no one 
listens? You can't 
be heard unless 
you vote. 
Register to vote by February 2nd and 
vote March 2nd for candidates and 
issues that affect you. 
Call vour local Board of Elections or 
LWV at 228-4041 for more 
information. 
FOUNOATIOr 
Bushman, things can only get better lor 
the Raiders this season. 
The pressure of playing NCAA 
division I-A basketball can be over-
whelming for even the most seasoned 
of veteran seniors, so it's all that more 
impressh e that these freshman have 
played so well. 
"The first thing 1 noticed was that 
the college game is a lot faster and 
more physical", said freshman forward 
Drew Burleson. 
"The first thing I noticed 
was that the college game is 
a lot faster and more physi-
cal" 
-Freshman, Drew Burleson. 
That was the common response 
from the freshman when asked how the 
game is different from high school, but 
yet they've all seemed to adapt quite 
well. Their progress can be seen in 
every game Burleson, a Wheelersburg 
grad, scored 16 and 17 points in con-
secutive games earlier in the season and 
seems to have accepted his role on this 
up-and-coming team. 
"Coach(Biancardi) and I had a 
meeting earlier this season and he said 
he needed me to rebound, set some 
screens, play good defense, and score 
when the opportunities came. I knew I 
would have the opportunity to play if 1 
worked hard." 
Burleson shares a starting job with 
Vova Severovas who has been another 
big factor on this freshman heavy 
squad. The Vilnius. Lithuania import 
played his high school ball in Groves, 
Michigan and has gelled well with his 
teammates. Although only one year 
removed from prep gyms. Severovas 
has been playing 25 minutes a game 
and averaging six points for the 
Raiders. 
Said Severovas, "I knew how it 
was going to be...I'm liking it herefat 
WSU)." 
Starting at point guard this year 
has been Detroit, Michigan native 
Dashaun Wood. Wood, who played at 
Crockett high. ha* been averaging 31 
minutes and seven points per contest. 
Along with Wood is forward Alex Kock 
who is averaging just over thirty min-
utes and seven points per game for the 
Raiders. 
Rounding out this crew of fresh-
man is Zakee Boyd. Boyd, who is 
averaging just over 21 minutes and 
seven points per game, is happy to be 
where he is. "I like being away from 
home. My mom has come out to eight 
games already this year. She drives 
from New Jersey." The prep star 
played his senior year of basketball at 
Lutheran Prep in Philadelphia after 
changing schools three times. "I just do 
whatever coach needs me to do." 
All of the freshmen made it clear 
that the seniors on this year's squad 
have been great leaders both on and off 
the court. 
"They're like big brothers. Scth's 
mom cooks for us all. Having Seth. 
Vernard. and Zach(Williams) here, I'm 
getting real comfortable." said Boyd. 
DaSliauJi Hood elevates mvr a Butler defeu.L r. 
Burleson echoed Boyd's senti-
ments. "They've been a really big help. 
1 live with Seth so he helps out a lot." 
"They've been great leaders the 
whole year." said Severovas. 
Although next year the team will 
be without all-conference players Seth 
Doliboa and Vernard Hollins, forward 
Zach Williams will play his senior year 
in a Raider uniform, and all of the 
freshman from this year's squad will 
return. When they return, they will 
coim with a lull season's experience 
and an all-around confidence that the 
average college junior can't claim. 
Lady Raiders knock off Detroit 
Two close calls leave Raiders at .500 mark 
KarisL Day 
Day_21@wrigtit.edu 
The Lady Raiders traveled to 
Chicago over the weekend for a quick, 
one-game stint against the University of 
Illinois at Chicago Flames, then 
returned to the Nutter Center for a 
week of home action. 
Saturday night, the ladies were 
ahead by as many as 10 points in the 
second half before losing the game to 
the Flames, 64-61. UIC took charge 
with approximately sixteen minutes left 
in the game and went on a run to regain 
the lead. At 52-51, the Raiders turned 
their offense around with help from 
Junior Angie Ott and Freshman Jeanette 
Woodberry. However, the Raiders 
could not bury a last second attempt to 
seal the victory. 
Three Raiders scored double dig-
its, but it wasn't enough for UlC's sec-
ond half performance. Freshmen Brit-
tney Whiteside and Catherine Pos yrata 
contributed 14 and 11 points, respec-
tively. Woodberry added 12. Senior 
lesha Gray led the Raiders with 7 out 
King Jr. Day match-up against the 
Titans of the University of Detroit-
Mercy. The game would again come 
down to the wire, but this time the 
Raiders were resilient in their efforts, 
winning 50-49. 
Head Coach Bridgett Williams 
placed five freshmen on the court at the 
toss-up. However, most of the normal 
starting line-up saw action shortly after. 
Freshman center Mimi Goodyear, 
Sophomore Tyanda Hammock, Ott, 
Whiteside, and Woodberry, were among 
the top performers of the game. With 
no more than seven seconds to go. 
Hammock scored the game winning 
shot in the paint. 
Even though the Raiders were vic-
torious. they did have some trouble 
successfully moving the ball around, 
and are still plagued by turnover after 
turnover. Currently, they hold 7th place 
in the League standings, but the Titans 
were undefeated until they rolled into 
Dayton. The Raiders play at home Jan-
uary 22nd against the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
lesha Gray drhvs past defender in a earh• 
son matchup against Eastern Kentucky 
of 34 total team rebounds. Sophomore 
Rhea Mays added 4 assists. They went 
just 50% from the foul line nd had a 
whopping 24 turnovers. But UIC 
looked worse on paper. The only th,. ^ 
lacking in the Raider arsenal was a 
decent 3-pt shooting percentage. 
WSU bounced back at home dur-
ing a mid-afternoon Martin Luther 
w w w . t h e g u a r d i a n o n l i n e . c o m 
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Tennis back in action indoors 
Raiders look to build towards Horizon League Tourney 
KarisLDay 
DayJ21@wrighcedu 
The Wright Stale Men's Tennis 
Team began a lengthy, four-month 
schedule Friday by traveling to 
Louisville. KY to face the U of 
Louisville Cardinals in an indoor con-
test. The Raiders then headed in the 
opposite direction on Saturday to com-
pete against the nationally-ranked 
Michigan State University Spartans. 
Both days ended in defeat for WSU. 
Friday, the Raiders fell 7 0 in tt.is 
non-conference match-up. The only 
match that came close to victory 
involved Cincinnati native. Junior 
Kevin Teufcl. He faced Damar John-
son in the 2nd spot, with a final score 
of 6-7, 6-1, 7-6. Sophomore Brian Butt 
was defeated by Johnny Bcrrido 6-0, 6-
1 in the number 1 position. Fellow 
Sophomore Bryar Gavin fell 6-1,6-1 
to Cardinal Jakob Gustafssu,. in the 
3rd spot. Junior Raider Scott Hayden 
was also defeated with a match score of 
6-2,6-1. Brian Savino, a sophomore 
West Chester native, lost to Javier Her-
rera with the next closest score to victo-
ry (6-2, 6-2). Freshman Dan Sunders-
ingh suffered a defeat at the hands of 
Jeremy Clark in the 5th Raider match. 
The Raiders saw no hope in the 
doubles competition as they paired off 
to face the Cardinals again. Tcufel and 
Hayden lost 8-4 against Octavian 
Nicodim and Bcrrido in the top match-
up of the day. The team of Butt and 
Sundcrsingh were defeated by Gustafs-
son and Johnson, 8-1. Following their 
loss. Fellow Raiders. Senior Mike 
Faucher and Savino. also lost 8-1 in the 
3rd position. 
Saturday, the Raiders traveled 
north to East Lansing, Michigan to face 
the nationally-ranked 59th MSU Spar-
tans. 
Again. Teufel challenged his oppo-
nent (Chris Mitchell) to a tic breaker in 
the first set 7-6 (7-5). but fell as did 
many of his teammates. 6-1. in the sec-
ond set. However. Butt faced the one 
hundredth ranked player in the nation. 
Andrew Formanczyk. He lost 6-1. 6-0. 
Gavin moved up to the third Raider 
position, but lost a close 6-3. 6-3. 
Spartan Michael Flowers defeated 
WSU's Hayden. 6-1. 6-2. Savino 
moved to the 5th single's spot, but also 
lost 6-0. 6-1. Sundersingh faced a sim-
ilar fate, losing 6-0. 6-1 to Anthony 
Stcfani. 
The Raiders did not improve in the 
double's department from the day 
before. The team of Hayden and Tcufel 
played the numb r 1 spot for the sec-
ond day in a row and lost 8-2. Faucher 
was moved up to play with Gavin for 
the Raiders, but they too were also 
defeated by Flowers and McWilliams 
by a score of 8-3. Butt and Sunders-
ingh finished the day on a sour note by 
loosing 8-1 as well. 
This young Raider team now 
stands at 0-4 overall. Their nex' match-
up is at Eastern Kentucky. January 
23rd. where they will play host EKU 
and Lipscomb University, beginning at 
noon. The Raiders then play at home 
on the following day against Southern 
Illinois. 
NCAA eases key rule to aid schools' moves 
By Aian Schmadtte 
The OrlvKto Sentind 
(KRT) 
In the wake of conference 
realignments and the likelihood of 
expensive contract buyouts, the NCAA 
voted to he:p conferences in transition 
and other Division 1-A hopefuls by-
easing up on a key membership 
requirement. 
I-A members need only four 
home games against 1-A opponents for 
the next two seasons, thanks to emer-
gency legislation voted in by the 
NCAA's Management Council and the 
Division 1 Board. The minimum num-
ber of home games had been five. 
The change will help mostlv 
members of "lesser" I-A conferences 
and upwardly mobile schools such as 
Florida A&M. which is to be in 1-A this 
summer; Florida International: and 
Florida Atlantic. 
FIU and FAU will join the Sun 
Belt in football this fall, with an eye 
toward becoming full-fledged I-A 
members in 2005. 
"The thought was that all the 
realignment that's happening will make 
it difficult to get schedules (that adhere 
to the new I-A membership require-
ments)," said Southeastern Conference 
Commissioner Mike Slive. a member 
of the Management Council. 
In addition, there is concern 
among NCAA leaders that schools 
would break contracts with I-AA mem-
bers so they can arrange other games 
with I-A foes. Such actions would force 
schools into expensive buyouts at a 
time that the NCAA is urging cost con-
tainment. 
The changc does not affect 
UCF, which has five I-A home games 
for 2004 and five scheduled for 2005. 
In 20^6. the home-game com-
ponent will revert to five games. One 
neutral-site game can be counted as a 
home game, the NCAA said. 
The other membership require-
ments _ averaging 15,000 in home-
game attendance, offering at least six 
men's and eight women's sports and 
offering 200 scholarships overall or 
spending S4 million on them will go 
into effect Aug. 1. 
Get on your soapbox! 
Write a letter to die opinions editor. 
Include your name, year at WSU, major and 
contact information. Drop it of! In W01S stu-
dent Union. 
The Guardian. 
Every Wednesday. 
• - •_ WE • ~ 
1/2 PRICE 
SPACtiim Httti HL4TMUS 
SDAB1IH wftfl Mttf V4DCE 
M i t l l I I I I I « l l t lW € I iH'MT.l IM' 
Must present college ID to receive 
discount Valid all day Thursday, only 
on above entrees. Not valid with any 
other discounts. Gratuity not included. 
SBGHFITI 
36 W. Fif th St. • Downtown Dayton 
(937 ) 4 6 1 - 3 9 1 3 ' 
•Fu l l Bar A m e n i t i e s * 
•Free P a r k i n g a f te r 6 PM« 
t in lo t ac ross the s i , ..PM 
Horizon !,ea«ue Standings 
Conference Overall 
Men's Basketball 
UW-Milwaukec 5-0 11-5 
UW-Green Bay 5-1 11-5 
Wright State 5-1 8-8 
UIC 3-3 12-6 
Detroit 2-3 8-7 
Loyola 2-4 6-9 
Butler 2-4 6-9 
Youngstown State 1-5 4-11 
Cleveland State 0-5 4-12 
Women's Basketball 
UW-Green Bay 4-1 9-5 
Detroit 4-1 7-8 
Cleveland State 4-1 7-8 
UW-Milwaukee 3-1 6-8 
Wright State 3-3 6-10 
UIC 2-3 7-8 
Loyola. 2-3 7-9 
Butler 1-4 5-11 
Youngstown State 0-6 1-15 
Thea t re present*. . . 
1 2 
Y O U ' R E A G O O D M A N 
C H A R L I E B R O W N 
T h e B r o a d w a y M u s i c a l 
D i r e c t e d b y T r o y B e r r y 
J a n u a r y 2 2 2 4 B : 0 0 P M 
J a n u a r y 2 5 - 3 : 0 0 P . M . 
C l a r k S t a t e P . A . C . 
T u r n e r S t u d i o T h e a t r e 
T i c k e t s ( 9 3 7 ) 3 2 8 - 3 8 7 4 
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Spring Break Help Wanted For Rent 
51 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in 
Acapulco is now offering 3 destina-
tions! Go Loco in Acapulco, Party in 
Callarta, or get Crazy in Cabo with 
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS. Book now 
before it's too late. Organize a group 
and travel for FREE. Call 800-875-4525 
or www.bianchi-rossi.com 
Spring Break Daytona- Best Ocean-
front Hotels, Lowest Prices 
1-800-881-9173 
www.daytona welcom ~center.com 
Spring Break Panama City Beach 
"The Summit" Luxury Condos. Next 
to Lauela & Spinnaker Clubs. Owner 
discount rates. (404) 355-9637 
Spring Break2004 with STS, America's 
SI Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, 
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. 
Hiring campus reps. Call for dis-
counts. 1-800-648-4849 or 
www.ststravel.com 
SPRING BREAK Ski & Beach Trips on 
sale now! www.Sunchase.com or call 
1 -800-SUNCHASE today! 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 
"SPRING BREAK" World Famous 
Tiki Bar! Sandpiper-Beacon Beach 
Resort. 1-800-488-8828 
www.sandpiperbeacon.com "The Fun 
Place" 
Bahamas Spring Break Party Cruise 5 
Days From $779! Party With Real 
World Paris Celebrities At Exclusive 
Cast Parties! Great Beaches & 
Nightlife! Includes Meals, Port/Hotel 
Taxes! 1-800-678-6386 www.Spring-
BreakTravel.com 
• " ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 
12th trip free. Visit the official website 
for spring break '04. The best deals to 
the hottest destinatioas. Group dis-
counts.com or 800-838-8202. 
Spring Break Panama City $199! 7 
Nights, 6 Free Parties, Free Covers & 
Drinks. 5 Day Spring Break Bahamas 
Cruise $279! Cancun, Jamaica, nassau 
$529! Daytona $159! www.Spring-
breaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Acupulco, Bahamas, & Flori-
da! Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best 
Prices! Space is limited! Book Now and 
Save! 1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
Services 
Abortions thru 24 weeks. Free preg-
nancy test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 293-3917. 
www.womensmedcenter.com. 
FREE!The Guardian every Wednesday 
Avon/Mark. Sell Avon/Mark at work 
or school. Earn up to 50% commission. 
C.ill 427-0176 to speak with Vallerie or 
email vjedmonds<" sbcglobal.nct 
Make Money taking Online Surveys. 
Earn 510-S125 for Surveys. Earn $25-
S250 for Focus Groups. 
Visit www.cash4students.com/wright 
Bartender Trainees Needed. $250 a 
day potential. Local positions. 1-800-
293-3985 ext. 298 
For Rent- 2 Bed rooms, 11 /2 Baths, liv-
ing room, dining room, kitchen 
equipped with refrigerator, range, and 
dishwasher. $600.00/ month plus $600 
deposit. Call 427-8837 
SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERN-
SHIP OPPORTUNITIES Student 
Painters is looking for individuals who 
are interested in gaining management 
experience. Great resume builder. No 
experience necessary however must be 
hard working. Last summer the aver-
age internship paid $10,000. Territories 
going quickly. Looking for students in 
the Dayton and surrounding areas. 
Hired first come, first qualified basis. 
For more information call 1-888-839-
3385 
Tutor/babysitter needed for my special 
needs daughter in our Beavercreek 
home. Hours available are Monday, 
Tuesday and Friday from 2-5:30pm 
and Saturday Evenings from 6-11pm. 
Must have own transportation. Pay is 
$9.00/hr.Please call: Mary-Anna at 437-
1601 for additional information. 
Energetic dependable student interest-
ed in learning behavior modification 
techniques needed to work with 
adorable and lovable 5-year old boy 
with autism in our home. Part-time 
afternoons. Will train. Approximately 
$9/hour. Please call (937) 339-5121. 
Great jobs for busy students. Dinner-
only gourmet restaurant with part-
time and flexible schedules. Meet new 
friends working with a fun, upbeat 
staff at Figlio. Interviewing servers. 
WILL TRAIN. Call Jason Moore at 
937-534-0494 
Part-Time Personality-Plus Needed. 
Market our Delivery/Catering. 
Fairfield Commons Area. 
Hourly/Commission, mornings only. 
Jimmy John's Gourmet Sandwiches 
Fax Resume to (317) 705-0608. 
Will call back. 
The G u a r d i a n . 
E v e r y Wednesday . 
Your newspape r . 
Your vo i ce . 
DAYTON Great Apt's. Perfect For Stu-
dents & Professionals Near UD & 
MVH. Efficiencies & 1 or 2 or 3 bdrm, 
C/air, private parking, some with 
decks. Call Now . . 369-5339 or 
223-9790 
For Rent- 2 Bedrooms, 11 /2 Baths, liv-
ing room, dining room, kitchen 
equipped with refrigerator, range, and 
dishwasher. $600.00/month plus $600 
deposit. Call 427-8"37 
Roommate Wanted to share a fur-
nished 3 bedroom house, non-smoker, 
close to WSU. $375/month. Utilities 
included. Call 270-2816 
CIMARRON WOODS- Walk to Cam-
pus- Leasing for academic year 2004-
2005. Rent $750 and up. Centeral 
heat/air. Washer/dryer furnished. No 
application fee. 1396 Cimarron Circle. 
(937) 320-1355. 
Announcement 
Fraternities- Sororities- Clubs- Student 
Groups. Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semes-
ter with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 
hour fundraising event. Our free pro-
grams make fundraising easy with no 
risks. Fundraising dates are filling 
quickly, so get with the program! It 
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
For Sale 
The Guardian. 
I 
Your newspaper. 
Your voice. 
Every 
Wednesday. 
CANCUN Î 
n t <iu • I 1 
US Night Packages 
nili/T Air I Transfers 
KHKURff 
KfcWix www.sfudentexpress.com 
Electric Wheelchair- very good condi-
tion with batteries and charger. 
S500.00 Call (937) 433-1714 
To Place Your Classified Ad for Winter 
Quarter fnThe Guardian, 
Call 775-5537. 
Classified ads 
start at just 
$4 for students! 
lust Call 775-5537 or visit our office 
in the Student Union. 
The Guardian 
"Workout" - Nature of the Job, 
Growth 
Get fit. Get paid. 
For part-time Package Handlers at 
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout. 
The work's demanding, but the rewards 
are big. Come join our team, gel a 
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance 
and break a sweat with the notion's 
package delivery leader. 
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Qualification* 
18 yeors or older . 5 ^ ^ 
Must bo able 10 lift 50 lbs 
- S8.50-9.00/hr. to skirl, 
scheduled raises 
Apply in person at: 
FedEx Ground 
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd. 
Huber Heights. OH 4S424 
FeScx.CQm.ua/careers 
B A C K TO S C H O O L O P E N I N G S 
Guaranteed starting pay! 
10-40 hfs/wk. We trainl 
Co-op! awarded. 
Scholarships awarded 
Condons Exist. 
CALL MON.-FJU., 9-5PM 4 3 6 - 3 5 8 0 
Visit www.workforstudents.com 
G U A R A N 
I ' -h-
w w w . t h e g u a r d i a n o n l i n ' e . c o m 
-Fairbonn-
1 Bedroom 
$224 Moves You in 
10 MINUTES FROM W.S.U. 
w/Qualified Application 
Lovtngton Arms Apartments 
937-878-5991 
Your design or mine? 
BODY PIERCING 
AND JEWELRY 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
LICENSED * 
OPEN CASTING CALL 
F E B R U A R Y 9 & 1 Q @ 7 P M 
D a y t o r P l a y h o u s e w i l l h o l d a n o p e n 
c a s t i n g c a l l f o r t h e c o m p e . l i n g 
d r a m a The Laramie Projen -. 
P l e a s e h a v e p r e p a r e d 
t w o c o n t r a s t i n g m o n o l o g u e s . 
Auditions will be held a t 
Dayton Playhouse 1301 E. Siebenthaler Avenue 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
333-7469 
or l og on t o www.daytonplayhour 
I he ( . l u r d u n 
S P R I N G R E A K 
The Laramie l-SOC-SCPADRE 
Easy Way to Save for a 
Great Spring Break 
Donate plasma at 
Aventis Bio-Services 
and earn up to £30 
w i t h each donation. 
It's safe, easy -and 
helps save lives. 
Aventis Bio-Services 
16s Helena Street 
Dayton, Oh 
(937) 224-1973 
Donate Plasma, It's A Powerful Thing. 
w h a t ' s i n y o u r c l o s e t ; ? 
W E B U V & SELL P * 
JEANS • SHIRTS • SHORTS • TANKS 
JACKETS • SWEATERS • BELTS • HATS 
PURSLS • SHOES & BOOTS • CDS 
AND MUCH MORE! 
PLATA 'S 
CI ©SET" 
B r a n d N a m e T e e n W e a r " 
platcscloset.com 
Sell your stuff to Plato's Closet* and 
it might as well be lined with i 
We buy and sell gently used ci 
styles and accessories. 
S1QBEHWRS; 
Monday thru Saturday .10 a.m. to 8 
Sunday . . Noon to S pjn. 
[ f i g — "SS" 
Beavercreek 
2476 Commons Blvd 
off N. Fairfield next to 
Golden Corral 
937-427-5224 
Centervi l le 
101 E. Alex Bell Rd. 
In Cross Pointe Center 
937-312-9321 
University Orthopaedics 
& Sports Medicine 
A Department of Wright State University and 
University Medical Serv ices Association, inc. 
Lynn A. Crosby. MD 
Ronald Lakatos, MD 
Richard T. Laughlin, MD 
Matthew W. Lawless. MD 
Michael J. Prayson. MD 
Corey B. Russell. DPM 
Specializing in: 
Adult Reconstruction 
Total Hip ,w,l Knee Repla,emenl 
Shoulder and Elbow 
Total Shoulder Arthroplasty 
Rotator Cuff Disorders 
(ompheatcl Shoulder Problems 
Foot and Ankle 
Spine 
Fraetures 
i of Spine D 
H er Kaek / ' , 
Sports Medicine and 
General Orthopaedics 
Podiatry 
F%r referrals go to Student Health or contact us directly. 
O H Q O n O H 3 0 E- Apple Street. Suite 5250 
£ U O H £ . U i 7 I .AfMiami Valfey Hospital 
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Site mi«i v£P smSs# WHFPI M I R IIOMF IS \OURC 
minutes from 
• Full Fitness Center 
• 1, 2, 3. & 4 Bedroooms 
• Luxury College living 
Don't Delay. 
Call Jeromy or April Today 
Storiebridge Apartments 
4260271 
Bring College I.D. to receive • 
$100 OFF 1st Month 
2341 Orange Hali Rd. 
Beauercreen 
431-8751 
Show Student ID 
to Receiue e 10% discount. 
OnlM S9.90 for a haircut. 
me Student Organisation Budget Committee (SQBC) 
is appointed annually by the Vice President for Student Affairs and EnroBnient Ser-
vices to hear operating budget proposals pom WbU smaem orgamzauons jur UK 
upcoming academic year (2004-2005) and determine funding amounts. 
•4 
THREE AX-LARGE STUDENT POSITIONS ARE OPEN. 
If you are interested in serving on the 2004 SOBC, please submit a statement of interest and 
resume not to exceed one page in length to Carolyn Smith, in the 
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Services, 
360 University Hall by 5.-00 PM, Wednesday, January 21, 2004. 
' 2 -V V . 
«®TheGuardian@ 
MMM 
Welcome Back 
Students 
" 7 " Student Special! 
1 Large 14" j A n y Large Special ty 
1-Topping Pizza 
ONLY $5.99 
Pizza for only 
$10 .99 
•"EaSES" 
879-PAPA 
Better Ingredients . 
Better Pizza. 
Order Papa John's online at 
Finding cash for college is child's play. 
Registe. now and search thousands of scholarships 
worth over $3 billion 
www.theguardianonline.com/scholarships 
